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PHOTO TUTORIAL -  

Two-Color Stockinette Brioche In The Round 

 
 

 
 This series of three tutorials includes: 

 Part 1 Replacing Dropped Stitches 

 Part 2 Increases--Right- and Left-Leaning  

���� Part 3 Decreases--Right- and Left-Leaning 

 

 

Throughout the tutorials, the blue yarn is MC and the 

white is CC. 

 

These tutorials assume familiarity with the basics of 

brioche knitting.  You can find full instructions for basic 

brioche in my Calliope sock pattern, which can be 

purchased from Twist Collective 

(http://www.twistcollective.com/collection/index.php/co

mponent/content/article/93-winter-2011-patterns/1016-

sharon-fuller). 
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Right-Leaning Decrease 
 

 

 

 
1. (Round 1 - MC) Work to 1 st before 

marked MC (blue) column, don’t bring 

yarn forward, k CC (white) st and 

following stitch/shawl tog. 

 2. Continue in patt (1 st decreased, two 

adjacent MC sts). 

 

 

 
3. (Round 2 - CC) Work to the two 

adjacent MC sts, yf, sl both sts, yo 

(shawl covers both) and continue in 

patt. 

 4. (Round 3 - MC) Work to the shawl 

covering 2 sts and k all three loops tog. 

 

  

5. Second stitch decreased.  Decrease 

complete. 
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Left-Leaning Decrease 
 

 

 

 
1. (Round 1 - MC) Work to marked MC 

column, slip marked stitch and shawl 

tog knitwise.  Knit the next CC st. 

 2. Slip MC pair back over.  Continue in 

patt. (1 st dec, after doing brk on next 

st, there will be 2 adjacent MC sts) 

 

 

 
3. (Round 2 - CC) Work to the two 

adjacent MC sts, yf, sl both sts, yo 

(shawl covers both), and continue in 

patt. (This is actually a picture of a 

right-leaning decrease, but the concept 

is similar.) 

 4. (Round 3 - MC) Work to the two 

adjacent MC sts, drop shawl behind 

needle, sl first MC st knitwise, and 

replace CC shawl L needle. Brk the 

newly formed stitch/shawl pair. 

 

 

 
5. Pass the slipped st over. 

 

 6. Second stitch decreased.  Decrease 

complete. 
 


